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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Reception Building (as it has always been known) is a long, narrow structure
which cuts noticeably into the hillside at the rear and along the B Street side.
It fully occupies the corner lot facing 2nd Street and is central to the historic
business district. The strongly rectangular, two-story structure, measures 25'
wide and 100 * long. Of frame construction throughout, it retains the original
horizontal shiplap siding, with endboard joints and corners. The roof is flat
and tarred, with wooden eaves; the eave trim is boxed, with decorated cornice and
plain frieze.
The original first floor front was highly distinctive; representing an inset
porticoed gallery, supported by four columns. Just to the right of this (on the
B Street side) was a large, black, plate-glass window with the word RECEPTION
embossed in gold leaf. When prohibition, in 1918, caused closure of the saloon,
the spacious front section was converted into two apartments. This singular
architectural feature suffered accordingly. The portico space was unimaginatively
brought out flush to the front, with a central entrance door framed only by two
plate glass windows. The attractive, embossed glass nameplate was replaced by a
conventional and smaller windowlight.
Other than this, the building has had no alteration except of a cosmetic nature.
The original exterior paint is believed to have been a pleasant pastel color with
white trim on the endboards, cornices and window sills. Over the years this
style has been reversed; with the siding re-painted white (or off-white) and the
trim always of darker colors. The building still retains its boardwalk at front
and side; one of the very few still existing in Cordova.
When Link Wain sold the building in 1941 it was in prime condition. A photograph
even 20 years later, indicates it as still well kept-up. Since that time,
however, it has gradually deteriorated. At present, and for more than a decade,
there has been no occupancy other than the front portion of the main floor.
This now comprises two offices for Mr. Collins and his son Phil.
The present owner, the Cordova Historical Society, and others are anxious to
further stabilize, and if possible, restore, this landmark structure as an
important vestige of the place that once envisioned itself as destined to be "the
Pittsburgh of the North."
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Reception Building epitomizes the first decade of the founding and dynamic
growth of Cordova; resulting from the exploitation of the rich Kennecott Copper
Mines and the building of the spectacular Copper River & Northwestern Railroad to
haul the concentrated ores. It commemorates Link Wahn, a pioneer who contributed
to Alaska's commercial history. This also is one of the oldest and most representative
surviving business buildings in the place called "OMAR", immortalized by Rex
Beach's novel The Iron Trail.

Historical Background
In 1908, with the certainty that the Morgan-Guggenheim interests would make
Cordova into a major Alaskan city if not "the Pittsburgh of the North" as
proclaimed by the most ardent promoters this would be, at the least, a new
seaport, Cordova offered long-range hopes for development of industries based on
copper, oil, coal, timber, transport, and fisheries. Thus in 1908, a new, and
much larger townsite adjoining the rail headquarters (which in the preceeding
three years, Mike Heney had superimposed on the fishing Village of Eyak) was
opened. Lots sold like hotcakes. Sourdoughs and entreprenuers from all over
Alaska converged here on a scale previously equalled only at Skagway and Nome.
But for the most part, the men and women who came here were of a different breed.
They had witnessed the boom and the bust cycle of the goldcamps; the disillusionment
of back-breaking toil. Many had married or brought their familes to Alaska.
Almost all had moved up from "mushing and mucking" to trades, small businesses
and the professions. They yearned for stability.
Typical of such men was Owen Webster Wain always called "Link". Born of pioneer
stock in Iowa in 1864, Link grew up and reached maturity on the Wyoming frontier
near Buffalo. With the first word of the sensational Klondike gold strike he was
on his way to Dawson, but (as with a high percentage of the 60,000 who converged
there) he was disappointed. In 1899 he came down-river to the new gold camp of
Nome, arriving in time to mine the beach placers; and with sufficient success to
enable the purchase of a saloon at Unalaska. Unalaska in 1900 was a thriving
port, the midway fueling stop for ships plying between Seattle, Nome and St.
Michaels, (for the Yukon River trade). Link Wain soon met and married Sophie
Reinken, and a family ensued. After 1905, as the gold strikes appeared to have
run their course and business began declining at Unalaska, he watched, with more
than passing interest, developments in the "railroad race" in the Gulf of Alaska.
The timing of his arrival at Cordova was not accidental. He sold the Unalaska
saloon, booked the earliest passage possible and arrived with his family and
their belongings early in the summer of 1908.
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Wain purchased a lot, and in partnership with a man named Bill Williams as the
city rose around them speedily opened the Reception Saloon (and Apartment^. This
building quickly became a landmark in the community described as: "populous and
prosperous, with two daily newspapers, a gravity water system, electric lights
and telephones, substantial business and office structures, a bank and two fine
Hotels." Although the boom aspect waned with completion of the railroad in 1911,
many more residences, two theaters, a hospital, schools and another bank had been
built when the population peeked, at 5,000, in the early 1920 ! s.
During these years Link Wahn remarried, served on the city council, helped
organize, and became an officer of the local chapter of the Pioneers Of Alaska.
With the coming of prohibition in 1918, Bill Williams sold his interest in the
Reception Building to Link; who then remodeled the saloon portion into apartments.
(The most drastic alteration that the building would experience). Wahn also
began managing the Windsor Hotel that year.
Although Cordova's smelting industry never materialized, this was compensated by
the development of nine canneries in the vicinity. But closure of the Kennecott
mines in 1938; soon followed by abandonment of the Copper River & Northwestern
Railroad, proved a severe blow to the community.
Now 77 years of age, with the world at war and his family grown, Link Wain sold
his interests in Cordoya and moved to El Monte, California. His successor at the
Reception Building was Frank Iverson of McCarthy, who had witnessed that town
rise and fall with the fortunes of Kennecott and the railroad. Iverson managed
the Reception, successfully, for several years; but thereafter a series of owners
allowed it to decline. Even after the fire of 1963, which destroyed almost half
of the business district (including many of the most historically significant)
the Reception owner failed to take advantage of the situation.
The Reception had deteriorated to the point of condemnation when acquired by
present owner, Cliff Ceilings in 1973. He has since provided essential stabilization
and now strives for "final recognition and restoration of this structure as a
vital step in the preservation of Cordova's heritage."
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With the recent loss of the LeFevre building, by snowfall, after it had been
stabilized and was awaiting recognition on the National Register; and late in
1979 a city ruling has placed an even more significant structure, Hegg's Photo
Gallery, on the endangered list, it is now imperative that the Reception
Building be saved. If Hegg's studio is lost, Reception becomes the final
structural link remaining of early-day Cordova.
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